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13. P. Kaushik. (2006) Cytology, Genetics and Evolution. Faculty of Distance Education, Gurukul Kangri University, Hardwar-249404
Need a publishing company for your children's book manuscript? Here's 21 top UK Children's Book Publishers Accepting Submissions! The company published 18 books in 1980 and now publishes 300 books per year. Located in London, the Walker Books Group is home to books for readers of all ages. Otherwise, its Scottish children's list is closed and they do not accept submissions for generic non-Scottish children's books either. Please ensure you read this publisher's guidelines carefully before considering making a submission.

9. Flying Eye Books. Flying Eye Books (London) is the children's imprint of award-winning visual publishing house Nobrow. Founded in 2013, they excel in illustrated content with a focus on the craft of children's storytelling and non-fiction. Start by listing the journals in your field that you like, or where good papers close to your subject have been published and look more closely at those. Don't waste time on this. Cite.

The concern is the publication fees should never be a barrier to publishing. We need more people willing to sponsor publishing than the opposite. Then why should one wish to publish free of charge? We may have myriad answers. Even the journal which charge publication fees, any genuine case with high quality work, may receive special consideration. When you submit your paper, they may even take them more than a year to have your paper published. Try your luck. Cite.